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A pattern is a string (word) that consists of terminal symbols (e. g., a, b, c),
treated as constants, and variables (e. g., x1 , x2 , x3 ). A pattern is mapped
to a word by substituting the variables by strings of terminals. For example,
x1 x1 babx2 x2 can be mapped to acacbabcc or ccbabaa by the substitution
(x1 → ac, x2 → c) and (x1 → c, x2 → a), respectively. If a pattern α can
be mapped to a string of terminals w, we say that α matches w.
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It is often necessary to solve efficiently the matching problem: given a
pattern α and a string w, does α match w? Unfortunately, the matching
problem is NP-complete in general. This is especially bad for some computational tasks on patterns (e.g., in algorithmic learning theory) which
implicitly solve the matching problem and are therefore also intractable.
However, there are several classes of patterns, defined by structural properties, for which the matching problem can be solved in polynomial time.
For instance, the non-cross patterns patterns can be matched in polynomial time; in these patterns no occurrence of a variable x2 6= x1 is allowed
between any two occurrences of the variable x1 . While showing that the
matching problem for a class of patterns can be solved in polynomial time
is sometimes simple, designing a very efficient algorithm solving this problem can be more difficult. As such, the goals of this project are:
• to implement the known efficient matching algorithms for several
known classes of patterns;
• to identify new classes of patterns with variables which can be
matched in polynomial time;
• to design (and implement) for any such new class efficient matching
algorithms.
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